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‘We were Superarchitects 
(the “radical” definition  

is an invention of Alessandro 
Mendini, as director of 

Casabella in 1973) which 
meant extreme realism and 
acceptance of the system, 
while trying to work from 

within to reveal its deepest  
contradictions.’

Endmatter

In 1970 Zanotta was a key player in Italian manufacturing 
and Superstudio was a young, provocative group of archi-
tects. They came together to produce Quaderna, a series of 
furniture with a honeycomb core structure coated in plastic 
laminate. The launch was a graphic riot, with the iconic  
gridded pattern made into out!ts for sta" at the bequest of 
Aurelio Zanotta.

But the ‘Istogrammi’ were more than just a graphic image 
to Superstudio. Cristiano says: ‘From these conceptual, three- 
dimensional space diagrams have derived objects, houses, 
cities… The Quaderna series was a selection by Zanotta of 
prototypes  produced and sold by ourselves under the name 
Serie Misura’.

The launch was accompanied by a now famous set of 
images that depicts the collection in a !eld. ‘I had the proto-
types placed in the !elds of Panzano in Chianti, as a typical 
technique of displacement, in order to provoke reaction and 
ambiguity in the viewer, as well as in the farmers passing by 
with their oxen.’

Quaderna remembered
As the Milan Salone del Mobile – the annual celebration of all things 

design – beckons again, we remember one of the most creative product launches  
the design fair has ever given us. We asked Cristiano Toraldo di Francia of 

Superstudio how it happened.

As you slip o" your shoes and place them neatly on the rack 
by the door, you might catch sight of Tuomas, architect and 
owner of this place. Or Nene, co-owner and partner, who is 
often behind the counter taking the customers money. This 
is Kulttuurisauna, a new public sauna in Helsinki that has 
been built not by the government, a property developer or an 
investment fund, but by an architect and an artist: Tuomas 
Toivonen and Nene Tsuboi.

The Kulttuurisauna opened in 2013 and is already hugely 
popular. The sauna in Finland has so many connotations it is 
di#cult to explain the full extent of its importance to Finns: 
it represents community and democracy; it is spiritual and 
contemplative, restorative and precious. There are 1.5 mil-
lion saunas in Finland today but most are privately owned – 
the ‘coming together’ of communities to bathe was once 
common but now increasingly rare. For Tuomas and Nene 
this was something to set right, and the place they have built 
is the amalgamation of lots of di"erent stories to do with ideas 
about community, personal ambitions, environmentally rigid 
building practices and cultural consciousness.

Tuomas and Nene run the sauna, with their architectural 
practice (Now O#ce) taking a space in the back. They serve 
boiled eggs in paper bags and the view of the city lights on the 
black water is every now and then disturbed by the passing of 
a gigantic ferry. This is a design project that is somehow more 
than the sum of its parts: a successful and strangely poignant 
urban idyll.

Building art  
is life in  

materialised form

‘So let’s build a sauna there! 
Not the usual semi-civilised 

travesty of the old Finnish 
sauna, but a cultural sauna,  

a national monument, the 
first of its kind in the budding 

Finnish civilisation.’ 
Alvar Aalto 1925
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In Roberto Rossellini’s 1950 !lm Stromboli, the people who 
live in the shadow of the active volcano both love and fear it. 
The volcano is a powerful natural phenomenon that Italian 
designers Studio Formafantasma have become fascinated 
with. ‘When Mount Etna erupted in 2013, the dramatic event 
was broadcast by a haunting noise of rumbling stones and a 
vast plume of dark smoke that completely obscured the sun. 
After the smoke, black earthen debris began showering down 
over the villages and cities within the immediate vicinity of the 
mountain. From the highway through to the Greek Theatre in 
Taormina, everything was covered with black. Mount Etna is 
a mine without miners – it is excavating itself to expose its raw 
materials.’ Andrea Trimarchi and Simone Farresin of Studio 
Formafantasma had already begun working on De Natura 
Fossilium – melting, blowing, weaving, casting and milling 
basalt, lava sand and stone – when Mount Etna erupted. 
They have turned this primitive – violent, even –material into 
re!ned objects including glass blown by Murano and clocks.

Your new terra
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